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•  M I N U T E S  •  

Agenda Item 1 – Call to Order and Administrative Items 

SPC Chair Ricky Bittle called the meeting to order at 9:00 AM.  Other SPC members on the 
teleconference included:  Phyllis Bernard (Director); Jim Eckelberger (Director), Harry Skilton (Director); 
Jake Langthorn (OGE); Venita McCellon-Allen (AEP-SWEPCO); Rob Janssen (Dogwood); Jon Hansen 
(OPPD); Mike Wise (GSEC); Bennie Weeks as proxy for Bill Grant (Xcel); and Less Evans (KEPCO).  
SPP Staff included Carl Monroe, Lanny Nickell, Sam Loudenslager, Nick Brown, and Jay Caspary.  Other 
participants dialed in to the call (Attendance – Attachment 1). 

Agenda Item 2 – SPP Reliability Assessment of EPA 111(d) Clean Power Plan Rule 

Lanny Nickell began the discussion by describing that Staff had performed 2 assessments: the first being 
a transmission system impact assessment; and, the second being a reserve margin impact assessment.  
He noted that in both cases, staff evaluated the impact of retiring almost 9 GW of electric generating 
capacity using as the basis EPA’s projected retirements that EPA expects to occur by 2020.  He reported 
the amount as being nearly 6 GW greater than what SPP’s members have previously informed staff 
regarding their planned expectations during the same time frame. 
 
Lanny noted two caveats regarding the analyses.  The first caveat is that neither study is a transmission 
planning study (i.e., no new transmission upgrades will be recommended as result of the studies).  The 
second caveat is that neither study is intended as a resource planning indicator (i.e., generation is not 
planned or site-based on the results of the studies).  Given the timeline in which staff was seeking to 
develop and finalize comments to submit to EPA per its original comment deadline, Lanny reported that 
the study was cursory by nature and not nearly as comprehensive enough to fully evaluate all the 
potential impacts of the Clean Power Plan (CPP) nor any of the individual assumptions used to determine 
statewide goals proposed by EPA in the CPP.   
 
Lanny described the two summer-peak only scenarios that staff studied.  The first scenario is intended to 
reflect what would happen if the EPA identified retirements occurred without replacing generating 
capacity (other than what has already reflected in the 2024 ITPNT models, which would replace the 
energy lost from the EPA unit retirements).  The second scenario is intended to reflect what would 
happen if the EPA identified retirements occurred as expected: however, some new generation was 
modeled to offset the EPA retirements (which was done by utilizing resource plans already available from 
the ITP10 study presently underway). 
 
Lanny then reported the findings of the studies.  In the first scenario significant concerns were identified if 
inadequate amounts of new generation were installed to offset/replace the retired generation.  Lanny 
reported that the models failed to solve which creates reactive deficiencies.  Further, to force the models 
to solve, staff had to artificially increase the reactive limits.  In the second scenario, overloads occurred 
that would require transmission upgrades needed to address reliability standards violations.  Based on 
the findings, Lanny responded to a series of questions regarding aspects and assumptions utilized in the 
modeling.   
 
Lanny next reported on the reserve margin assessment staff performed and noted the reserve margin 
deficiencies identified in those studies.  He also responded to a series of questions regarding aspects of 
that analysis.   
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Agenda Item 3 – Proposed Comment Submission to the EPA 

Lanny reported that the EPA had just recently extended its comment deadline to December 1st.  He 
recommended that SPP not wait until December to provide its comments to the EPA and that SPP should 
expeditiously file the comments following the planned meeting with the FERC Commissioners scheduled 
to occur in early October.  In response to a question about more study work to be performed, Lanny noted 
that SPP desires to incorporate more stakeholder input on any additional analysis to be performed but 
that staff is unsure what is practical and feasible given the time.  Nick Brown commented that a much 
broader perspective needs to be evaluated and that SPP, and the industry, encourages NERC to take the 
lead on a comprehensive reliability analysis and that SPP refocus its efforts on participating in that effort.  
Venita McCellon-Allen summarized the discussions stating that the message we have is the message we 
need for now and that message is that: the current assumptions don’t solve for reliability; and, second 
that the next step is to participate in determining what the solutions are.  
 
Harry Skilton and Jim Eckelberger suggested additional themes for inclusion in the comments to be 
submitted to EPA, including: a recitation to the Billions of dollars of transmission investment committed in 
SPP to support renewables that are now impacting utility customers; and, the impact (stranded 
investment costs and significant redesign) the EPA proposed rules will have on the market engines SPP 
has recently developed and implemented.   
 
Lanny noted that the RSC has asked SPP to scope out a study design to analyze the cost of regional 
compliance approach as compared to the state-by-state compliance approach.  In response to inquiry 
from Rob Janssen on how SPP could continue to develop what a regional approach might look like, 
Lanny responded that the RSC effort might get SPP the answer and that perhaps the SPC could sponsor, 
or co-sponsor, such an effort.  Lanny reported that the draft scope document would be posted on 
Monday, September 22 for consideration by the RSC on its September 29th conference call.  He took an 
action item to circulate the draft scope to the SPC for comments.  
 
An additional action was taken to seek guidance from the ad-hoc environmental advisory panel regarding 
the issue of “mass” versus “rate base” approach contemplated in the CPP.   

Agenda Item 4 – Policy Discussion on Upcoming ITP Planning Cycle 

Lanny noted that much of the work on this EPA matter is strategic in nature and involves working with 
stakeholders and state environmental and economic regulators.  He noted that SPP resources are 
constrained doing the existing planning work on the staff’s plate today.  Having evaluated this, Lanny 
reported that some of those same resources could devote efforts on further CPP analyses if a moratorium 
on some of the current and contemplated cyclical planning studies were granted.  Under this moratorium, 
Lanny committed that SPP would complete the ITPNT and the ITP10 currently underway in January 
(2015).  Additionally, he committed that SPP would continue to perform the annual ITPNT (as that has 
near-term reliability implications) and to continue to perform the GI and transmissions service request 
studies.  Lanny asked for consideration of a moratorium on the upcoming ITP10 noting that the Board has 
already previously authorized seeking deferral of the next ITP20.  He asked that the moratorium be for at 
least 6 months while the CPP rule is finalized (or until a time shortly following the Rule’s finalization).  The 
resources that would otherwise perform the ITP10 study effort could then be better utilized to support, 
inform and educate the EPA.  Venita moved adoption of Lanny’s proposal and Rob Janssen seconded 
the motion subject to further additional consideration by the MOPC and Board.  The motion passed by 
unanimously. 

Agenda Item 4 – Summary of Action Items 

Action Items are: 
• Circulate the Regional Approach Scope Document under consideration by the RSC for 

consideration of SPC sponsor, or co-sponsorship with the RSC; 
• Finalize comment submission to the EPA; 
• File comment submission with EPA expeditiously after the scheduled meetings with the FERC 

Commissioners; and, 
• Seek advisory panel guidance on “mass” versus “rate base” approach in the CPP. 
• Prepare ITP10 moratorium recommendation to the MOPC and Board. 
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Respectfully Submitted, 
 
 
Michael Desselle 
Secretary. 
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